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A New Standard of Luxury on the horizon for Cerulean Villa
ANGUILLA, BWI, June 28, 2013 — Announcing
the extensive renovation of Cerulean Villa, situated
directly on Anguilla’s stunning Barnes Bay.
Reopening November 17, 2013, the exquisite
estate will set a new standard of bespoke island
living and privacy. Long considered a jewel of the
region for luxurious living in a breathtaking location, the entire estate is being transformed over
two-years by architect Deborah Berke and designer
Scott Salvator, and will be elevated to new levels of
luxury for clients of the most discerning tastes. The
pinnacle of indoor/outdoor living, the Cerulean offers perfect privacy in one of the West Indies’ most
beautiful natural settings.
Every detail was conceived with the ultimate
guest experience in mind. The 12,5000 square foot
main villa and 4,500+ annex villa will offer nine
jaw-dropping ocean view guest suites. Whether
bringing together extended family and friends, or
entertaining more formally, guests will have the finest facilities, amenities and staff on hand to ensure
that both hosting and relaxing will be elegant and
effortless.
Sophisticated modern interiors, cypress wood
floors and artisan-crafted design details throughout
make the residence warm and personal. Streamlined modern design offers indoor/outdoor living
which flows directly to gleaming white sands and
cerulean waters. Large living rooms on each floor

overlook private gardens and a 50-ft infinity pool.
Three dedicated private chefs create the freshest
cuisine for every meal. Whether guests prefer dining al fresco on the terrace, right on the beach, in
the BBQ area or indoors in the climate-controlled
dining room, the staff executes memorable dining
experiences from simple to elegant.
Multiple outdoor seating areas, a spa services room,
outdoor fire pit and a 1,000 square foot gym offer
multiple options for relaxation, entertaining, events
and extended family gatherings. A full staff, led by
Cerulean Estate Manager Bruce Hearn, and trained
in the renowned Starkey International methods of
private service, will offer the highest level of service
in the Caribbean. Each guest request will be anticipated and executed seamlessly.
The latest technological features, including
integrated Creston audio and video systems, tablets
for guest use, wifi throughout with booster points,
state-of-the-art security system with on-site guard
and black-out systems in master suites combine all
modern conveniences for the ultimate relaxation
and privacy of the guests.
To avoid confusion it is requested that all
travel partners immediately remove all previous
photos and information on Cerulean Villa and
replace with updated information and photos
as they are released in the months leading up to
Cerulean’s opening November 17, 2013.

